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About This Game

Ramto isn’t the smartest guy in the Universe. He enjoys finding troubles - and solving them, but when woke up on a spaceship it
was too much even for him. Alone on the ship he had no idea how to pilot, among heaps of weird devices created by a

schizophrenic engineer.

Tardy is a quest about fiddling with computers, terminals gadgets and other hi-tech scrap of all sorts. Deal with crazy machines,
solve the mystery of the crew disappearance and help Ramto to come back home!

Do you like conspiracy theories? Start making them up then! The crew is gone, the ship seems to hate you, the Galaxy is
engulfed by war and is teeming with traitors.

Haven’t cried for a while? You’re going to see children dying, characters murdered, and the ending will make you weep
(well, not all of you, but still).

Feel carsick wearing VR-glasses? You won’t need them to immerse into the game. All the buttons, switches and
terminals are as good as real.

Enjoy playing quests but tired of find-the-item and run-around-the-location things? If you don’t want to combine banana
peel to a hammer in your inventory, Tardy is the game you’ve been looking for!
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Pixel art still doesn’t make you cry blood? Wonderful! Moreover, ours is pleasing to the eye. Just like our music is
pleasing to the ear.

Tardy costs a bit more than the average sandwich. We can’t believe you haven’t bought it yet!
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Half of me is wondering how high the art team had to get to design most of the creatures in this game. I am thankful for the
awesome enemies to shoot and figure out, but I really worry about your long term health... I mean, you can smoke yourself
insane ya know?

The other half of me is smiling with glee at a unique and just plain FUN game that doesn't take itself too seriously, can be blown
through in an hour, and still have the "try one more time" factor to make me want to play again and again. Neat storyline, fun
gameplay, lot of fun things to discover while playing the game too. GREAT JOB!!!

Highly recomend, yep!. Fast and fun racer. Graphics are simple but they work. Challenging without being frustrating. Played on
mouse and keyboard and felt that the controls were nice and responsive. Pretty good replay value, though it's missing that little
addictive spark that keeps me coming back to games like this.
All of that said it's the kind of game where you stop playing and don't really feel the need to come back it. It's actually a game
that I wouldn't mind having on my mobile phone because of the pickup and play nature but I don't think it really provides
enough value for the price.. One of the best VR games I've seen so far.. Not Recommended i play door kickers and this game is
trying to copy their play style. Better than MXGP 2, And cheaper than MXGP 3. Not a bad cheap motocross game.. It seems
like it wants to be some kind of bullet hell type of game, but nothing seems to work like it should, there's little to no guidance on
what to do, and the UI is absolutely terrible. I'd only recommend getting this if it's cheap, but even its cards are expensive.. Very
addicting and cool game!. nostalgy game seems like weird mario
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I bought SiNKR because I loved Hook and was looking for more of the same. While SiNKR does superficially resemble Hook
in the screenshots, the actual gameplay is quite different, and very much its own thing. I enjoyed playing SiNKR, and I
completed the game plus all achievements in about two hours. I feel it is worth the small asking price, and I am looking forward
to the sequel.

One more thing: I have seen some reviews complaining about the PC controls, but I played SiNKR on a Windows 7 PC and I
had no problem with the controls, so I am not sure what those negative reviews are talking about.. why do steam insist on selling
games that do not work ??? i like many others want to play this game but cannot if you wish to buy the game then remember
YOU MUST ASK FOR A REFUND WITHIN A FORTNIGHT OR TOUGH YOU HAVE WASTED YOUR MONEY. I could
have searched up 'Egypt' on google image search and had better graphics and gameplay than this♥♥♥♥♥♥
7/6 I would reccomend.. When I read an article about this game and its creator, I legitimately teared up it warmed my heart so
much. At 7 years old, the creator of this game managed to inspire me more than any other game developer. I can't wait to see
what the game industry has in store for it with this new titan on the scene. 10/10.. holy frack

игра иммерсивная, заставляет думать и анализировать, ну и приводит тебя к массе разнообразных выводов
спасибо разрабам (львовские парни - дай вам боженька здоровьячка)

10 Матильд из 10. This game is mostly a waste of time. It's a rough draft at the moment. I can't honestly recommend it at this
early stage.

Pros: Similar to Anno Online and Settlers Online and several other browser based city builder games.

Cons: Font is really small. Can't restart the game at the moment. Playing the game is really really slow. Think weeks and months
not hours and days to build anything meaningful in your towns. Play anno online and you will get a taste for what these guys
have in mind.

Outbreak Late Spring Sale - 50% off (DLC is 15% off)!:

Help support the development of Outbreak: The New Nightmare by participating in the Outbreak Late Spring Sale! You can
grab the Outbreak game for 50% off (~$4.99USD) and DLC for 15% off through June 13th!

Thanks again for supporting Outbreak! . Azurael's Circle: Chapter 3 - 30th November!:
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Hi all,

Azurael's Circle: Chapter 3 is on Steam and ready to be wishlisted. The game will be released on 30th November so it's just 
under two weeks now! Go give it a wishlist here to keep up to date with the release.

If you haven't played Chapter 2 yet be sure to do so and leave it a review (positive or negative) so I can get as much feedback as
possible for future games.

Have a great day!
- Jordan. Base Building and Cultist Overhaul:
We’ve made good progress on the Early Access version of Honey, I Joined a Cult. Having taken on board the feedback we
received from the expos we attended last year (at Insomnia, RGX and EGX) we made some tough decisions about overhauling
some of the most fundamental parts of the game to make the playing experience more enjoyable.

Base Building. Sumoman Update #3:
Hello, Sumo fans!

Thanks for being with us.
We just have made third patch for Sumoman.

Change log:. V1.007 Update:
- Added a file music browser !
Feedback welcome. At the moment it doesn't save your last folder position. Will be adding this later.. Up to 80% off in the
Lunar New Year Sales!:
Hello Playism Fans

Happy Lunar New Year! The Steam sales have kicked off and there are celebrations all around.

We have set a whole bunch of amazing Playism games on sale, with up to 80% off!
Check out the full list on our Publisher Page or on the Playism blog[blog.playism-games.com].

On top of having up to 80% off, we also have some exciting news!
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Touhou Luna Nights - Announcing the next update and end of Early Access. Weekend Races - Maluku Long Race:
Hello Pioneers!

Here are this weekend's races! These races will appear in the main menu when you launch Sailaway.

Remember, if you don’t want to sail alone, you can look for a crew in the Multiplayer Forum, there are plenty of sailors looking
for crew members or boats to sail with. Perhaps some of you more experienced sailors could team up with newbies and spread
the knowledge?

Long Races. Azurael's Circle: Chapter 2 and 3 update!:
Hi all,

Just posting this announcement because a few folks have told me they can't wait for Chapter 2. Good news! It came out
at the same time as Chapter 1 so go ahead and give it a play.

I've been working steadily on Chapter 3 alongside my other big project, Tale of Enki. At this stage, I'd expect a
December release date for Chapter 3 as it's very close to being finished. There'll be a bit of a break between Chapter 3
and 4 as I want to pay a lot of attention to the Tale of Enki release in February. After that it'll be full steam ahead for
Chapter 4 and 5 to finish off the Azurael's Circle series.

I'm very glad that so many people are enjoying it. The reviewers are all very lind and I've been thrilled watching so
many Let's Plays. It really makes the indie dev job worth it just seeing the entertainment people are getting from my
work.

I'll finish off with this. Go pick up Chapter 2 and let me know your thoughts (good or bad).

All the best,
Jordan
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